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T. Harv Eker’s SpeedWealth - How to Make a 

Million Dollars in Your Own Business in 3 Years or 

Less. Part 7

Each month, TheNetworkMarketingMagazine.com 

will be bringing you a complimentary article from the  

newly updated edition of T. Harv Eker’s bestselling  

book, “’SpeedWealth’” - How to Make a Million  

Dollars in Your Own Business in 3 Years or Less,”  

which outlines 8 principles that will help you  

massively grow your business.

One of the 
primary differences between 
SpeedWealth entrepreneurs and 
average business owners is the 
former start with the end in mind. 
From the beginning, they are 
planning on cashing out of the 
business.

 
If you follow the SpeedWealth system to the letter, in three to five years, 
you will have four enviable choices: 
 
1. You can keep the business, continue to work “hands-on,” and make a 
huge INCOME.
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2. You can keep the business, and cash out your TIME by delegating the 
day-to-day affairs, and make a huge PASSIVE INCOME.

3. You can sell all or part of the business and become an INSTANT 
MILLIONAIRE. One way to cash out a portion of your ownership is to go 
public with the company.

4. You can create a combination of all of the above.

In any case, you’ve hit the 
jackpot! But I’ll share a little 
secret: You will never make as 
much money running a business 
as selling a business!

 
So what do buyers want? Primarily three things: profits, the continuation 
of those profits, and the potential growth of those profits. 
 
Regardless of how you’re going to cash out, it’s critical to learn the key 
factors that determine the value of a business for the purpose of selling.
 
Some people would say NET PROFIT is most important. But in my 
experience, GROSS SALES are just as essential. 
 
Another key selling factor is, “who is buying your company?” You want to 
deal only with large, successful corporations that are accustomed to 
paying top dollar for everything.
 
CASHING OUT, be it by selling all or part of your business, is the 
crowning jewel of the SpeedWealth system. It’s what allowed me to go 
from zero to a million in only 2 1/2 years, and why I’m confident that if you 
follow the SpeedWealth system to the letter, in 3 to 5 years, you can be a 
millionaire too!

To read the more on this principle, and all 8 SpeedWealth principles, get  
your copy of the entire book for FREE by going here >> 
https://mmi.infusionsoft.com/go/sws/mmi19562/
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T. Harv Eker 

Using the principles he teaches, T. Harv Eker went 
from zero to millionaire in only two and a half 
years. Eker is president of Peak Potentials 
Training, one of the fastest-growing success 
training companies in North America, and author 
of the #1 New York Times best-selling book 
Secrets of the Millionaire Mind. His book has now 

sold over a million and a half copies and has been translated into 36 
different languages.

With his unique brand of "street smarts with heart," Eker's humorous, cut-
to-the chase style keeps his audiences spellbound. People come from all 
over the world to attend his sold-out seminars, where crowds often 
exceed 2,000 people for a weekend program. Eker's teachings have 
touched the lives of millions of people. He is considered to be one of 
North America’s most exciting presenters. 

To learn more, go to   www.MillionaireMindforTNMM.com  .    
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